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Dear Friends
By DOROTHY THOMPSON
Editor's Note: Dorothy Thompson (1894-1961) was one of the
greatest ladies of her time. A native N ew Yorker, she graduated
from Syracuse University in 1914, and went on to become a Journalist of international reputation, foreign correspondent, lecturer,
and radio commentator. Her New York Post syndicated column
had a combined circulation of 9,000,000 copies. Her husband,
Maxim KOPf, to whom she was married in June 1943, died in 1958,
and the remarkable letter which follows was circulated by her to
their friends in appreciation of the many expressions of sympathy
and bereavement which flowed in to their home Twin Farms, at
South Pomfret, Vermont. The copy from which the text here was
taken is the one sent by Dorothy Thompson Kopf to her Syracuse
University roommate and earliest lifelong friend, Miss Ruth A.
Hoople, a lady distinguished in her own right, who made the letter
available to the Editor of The Courier a few days ago. Dated at
Twin Farms, South Pomfret, Vermont, 25 August 1958, this wonderful letter reads as follows:

Dear Friends:
It is hard to realize that nearly two months have passed since
Maxim's death. Time has seemed to stand still, the clock registering
3 A.M. July 7th, when Dr. Gundersen, his physician, phoned me at the
Hanover Inn near the hospital, where I was keeping vigil, that my
husband had just died.

Your letters came and I read them, touched by the sympathy
expressed by so many hundreds of friends, acquaintances, and even
strangers who knew of me and Maxim only through what I have
written. Those that brought me the deepest feeling of communication
were, of course, from those who have known Maxim best, and to realize
that for them, as for me, Maxim will always be alive as long as they
are. And the best of his work will, I am sure, long survive us all.
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But at the time I was in a daze, and since then in much revery.
Now I have re-read your letters and telegrams, been more moved than
then, and shall try here to answer your various questions in one letter
to you all.
I would like to share with you something that Karl Brandt wrote
me of Maxim. Karl, and his wife Anitta, are very old friends whom
(as with many others) I knew long before I met Maxim. Since he is
at Leland Stanford in California we and our families have seen each
other only intermittently in recent years, but neither Karl nor Maxim
are people one puts out of mind when out of sight. Karl wrote:
"To me it is not yet anywhere near reality that Maxim, in his
colorful masculinity, his natural manner of never being anything but
himself, and with his wonderful eyes and salty humor has left you and
all of us behind ... where his company gave such a feeling of security
and harmony to all . . . I cannot say that I have known Maxim as well
as I would have liked, but there are very few people who have meant
as much to me as he did to me. He was a truly great artist as I knew
the first time I saw his paintings. But beyond that he was a rare and
great personality, different from any other man I have known."
It was this wholeness of Maxim, this complete integration of him,
as a man, an artist, a workman, and a lover that gave me the greatest
inner security I have ever experienced. He never fell out of character.
He was absolutely reckonable. He was enormously serious about everything that really matters and yet he was perpetual merriment. Even
now, recalling him, and reliving our life together, I find myself laughing,
at times.
I have long ago learned, and not least from Maxim, that everything
worth anything has to be paid for and exactly; that the measure of my
loss is the measure of fifteen years of extraordinary happiness and
grace. -Now I must learn to find a different sort of happiness without
his physical presence, but never without him, who lives in me with the
truth of thought.
Almost exactly fifteen years had passed since he wandered into our
home and lives here, from which he seems to have wandered out, just
as he came. There seems to have been an extraordinary orderliness
about it all: that he had planned to die where our life together began,
and in the place where his body would lie; that, for instance, the last
person except myself with whom he should speak would be Rudolph
Rathaus, who had been best man at our wedding. Rudi came for the
weekend, unaware of Maxim's sudden relapse, and that he was again
in hospital. And Maxim, in our last conversation expressed satisfaction
that I would dine with him.
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Many of you have asked details about the burial, and some of you
who came for it did not learn all you would have liked to know.
There was no question of what would be done because Maxim and
I had often talked about our "funerals" in the way people do who think
it is a remote question. There was no "funeral," in the usual sense, and
no "lying in state," Maxim's body was buried in fresh pale gray pajamas,
a set he especially liked. No one touched his face with those cosmetic
treatments that he abhorred. I had seen him less than half an hour after
his death. With his lips slightly parted and his color unchanged, he
looked exactly, except for his closed eyes, like the self-portrait he had
painted in 1944-years younger and strangely innocent. In that painting
the little "Tiki" is in his hands. It appeared in other paintings of his.
The little idol from "my beautiful islands" - Tahiti and the Marquesas
- is in his buried hands. He would not think this "unChristian." God
to Maxim was Life - all of it - and Christ the Redeemer, who would
love and understand most of all the innocent Polynesians, even if they
were pagans.
I remember almost nothing of the burial services, except that it
was a brilliantly beautiful day. I saw our friends against a background
of trees, and masses and masses of flowers around the evergreen blanket
that covered his body, upon which was just one spray of flowers - of
the rare and lovely showy lady's slipper, the wild orchid, that a neighbor
had brought me that very morning. It was as though Maxim had planned
it all himself, as he always planned my perennial birthday party which
had not been celebrated the day before. I had not the slightest sense of
his being in the ground, but a powerful sense of his presence, felt, also,
by others. This I felt with extreme intensity as, after the service, 1
turned, with my son, and walked aw'ay. f 'literally saw him walking
slightly ahead of me, with the air of one who would say that it had been
a sweet party and gone off well.
The service, too, was as we had agreed for each other. Father
Green of the Woodstock Episcopal Church (it is high church) read the
beautiful, beautiful prayer for the dead, which is common with few
changes to the Catholic and Protestant ceremonies.
We have taken a great boulder of blue limestone from the fields
to head his grave, upon which will be engraved only: Maxim Kopf.
Presently mosses, ferns and little flowering plants will grow over all of
it but the face with his name. He adored stone and the silent life in stone;
he had a SCUlptor's hands, and no piece of polished granite would be
appropriate.
No one loved Maxim, "the big happy man" more than our village
and farm neighbors, so many of whom had worked with us on this place
J
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in years gone by. His body was carried by four of them, dear old Roy
Washburn, who is our gardener, Harold Joy, "Junior" Edmunds, Stanley
Rhoades, all neighbors, and Stephen Graubard, our Harvard friend, and
young Norman Littell, whom his parents had sent me in their stead, as
a comfort and support, who stayed with me for several days, and was
truly that.
I am now concerned with arranging a major exhibition of Maxim's
best works, enormously aided by Ala Story, who handled his pictures
when she ran the British American Art Center in New York, subsequently
became curator of the Museum in Santa Barbara, is in this vicinity for
the summer, was present at the burial, and has since returned. This will
involve borrowing his best pictures from museums and private collections.
I do not know yet where it will be initiated - whether in New York
or on the West Coast. We hope to tour it. Walter Heil of the de Young
Memorial Museum in San Francisco will soon be in New York and I
shall go there to meet him. You will all be informed of it, when it is
arranged.
Of my other plans you will doubtless have heard through my
column, the news services, Time, Newsweek, etc. I have discontinued
my tri-weekly column. But be assured that this is due neither to defeat
nor retreat. I am about to start a work that Maxim and many others
have long urged me to do and that is incompatible with writing three
times a week to transient news, for it will require intense and undisturbed
concentration. I shall however continue to contribute once a month to
the Ladies' Home Journal.
(The October number will carry a threnody about Maxim which
I hope you will read, especially for its concluding lines on life and ·death
dictated to me long ago, and found among his papers. I hope you will
read it.)
The work I shall shortly undertake will be an autobiography that
will also, if I succeed, be a biography of these times. My income will,
for the time being, be appreciably reduced by giving up the column, and
that alone would forbid me from maintaining an expensive apartment
in New York as well as the place here, which I certainly intend to keep.
I am trying to sublet the New York place and am confident I shall not
have difficulty. But apart from such considerations New York is not the
environment for work on such a task. Dartmouth College is in Hanover,
N.H., with the best library of the kind I need to be found anywhere.
There in the library itself I shall have a tiny study of my own, and have
found a pleasant furnished duplex apartment. My maid will stay with me,
and my address, after October 1st and until next June when I return
here, will be 26 East Wheelock Street, Hanover, N.H.
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Now, at last, in this letter, I have tried to reply to your questions,
and express the gratitude 1 feel toward you all. I shall, from time to
time be, no doubt, in New York for a few days, and stay at the
Cosmopolitan Club, and then I shall certainly let those of you know
who live there.
Affectionately,
(Signed) Dorothy T. K.

Robert Frost in England
ROBERT FROST lived in England from September 1912 until
February 1915. For most of that time he and his family resided in a
small house, The Bungalow, on Reynolds Road in Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire County, in the southeast central part of the country.

Here Frost assembled A Boy's Will, his first book of poems, and
wrote most of his second volume North of Boston. In the large rear
yard, Lesley Frost and her brother and sisters published the periodical
called The Bouquet, in which appeared, among other writings of interest,
some of the early verses of Edward Thomas, a brilliant Englishman,
later killed in World War I.
The Bungalow was a small structure; in fact, in 1912 neighbors
marveled at how the six Frosts were able to fit themselves into such
limited quarters. Its assets were its closeness to both London and rural
life and its literary associations: Milton's cottage was close; and Gilbert
Keith Chesterton lived not far away.

The photograph of The Bungalow here reproduced was taken in
April 1968 by Mr. David Tatham, Dean of Men and Lecturer in Fine
Arts at Syracuse University, and is probably the first to be published.
The building remains much the same as it was in 1912, but the village
of Beaconsfield has grown to be a well-populated town. The Bungalow
has received less attention than Frost's other English residence, Little
lddens, at Dymock in Gloucestershire, chiefly because during Frost's
months there - April to September 1914 - he was a part of a congregation of poets which included Lascelles Abercrombie, Wilfrid Wilson
Gibson, Rupert Brooke, and Edward Thomas, but the months in Beaconsfield were those which saw Frost achieve his first prominence as a
poet.
American collectors of books by and about Robert Frost are probably unaware of a volume recently published in England which contains
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sufficient information about the poet's stay at Little Iddens to justify
the inclusion of the work in a Frost bibliography. The book is entitled:
Dymock Down the Ages and was written by The Rev. J. E. GethynJones with a Foreword by Earl Beauchamp. The first edition was published in 1951, but it is in the revised edition of 1966 that one finds not
only references to Frost's residence at Little Iddens, but also a very good
account of the poet's visit there in 1957 when he went abroad to receive
honorary degrees at Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, and Dublin. Included
also are eight excellent photographs of Robert Frost at scenes around
his former residence. These cover an entire page and are captioned:
"Entering the Old Nail Shop," "Beneath 'the thatch' where 'nesting
starlings flutter and scratch'," "The first view of Little Iddens," "Returning to the cars," "The Little Iddens Pump," "In the Garden," "The
front door," and "Leaving Little Iddens." Dymock Down the Ages
has not been published in the United States, but if anyone should wish
to add a copy to his Robert Frost Collection, he might write to the
author at: The Chantry, Berkeley, Gloucestershire, England.

ROBERT FROST'S HOME AT BEACONSFIELD

Here Frost assembled his first book of poems and wrote most of his second.
The house is very much the same now as it was in 1912 when occupied by
the six members of the Frost family. Copyright by David Tatham.

Not only is Dymock Down the Ages interesting because of its inclusion of material pertaining to Robert Frost, but also because it is a scholarly compilation of the history of this most enchanting part of England.
6

Reliquiae W ottonianae
ONE OF THE MOST fascinating little books to come into the Library
at Syracuse University within recent months is a copy of:

Reliquiae Wottonianae, or a Collection of Lives, Letters,
Poems; with Characters of Sundry Personages: And other Incomparable Pieces of Language and Art, By The curious
Pencil of the Ever Memorable Sr. Henry Wotton, Kt., Late
Provost of Eton Colledge. The second Edition with large
Additions. London, 1654.

This was the thoughtful gift of Mr. Ralph Walker, distinguished architect of Chappaqua, New York, who is a member of the Board of Trustees
of Syracuse University Library Associates.
This copy of Reliquiae Wottonianae is complete and in excellent condition throughout, including the frontispiece portrait of the author. Mr.
Walker had this copy rebound in full leather by Mr. Gerhard Gerlach,
The Old Mill, Shaftsbury, Vermont, well-known for his beautiful craftsmanship in the field of bookbinding.
Sir Henry Wotton (1568-1639) was a well-educated man and served
in various important private and government posts abroad and at home
in England. He is remembered today for his famous definition: "An
Ambassador is an honest man, sent to lie abroad for the good of his
Country," which is found on page 45 in the first section of the present
. edition. An indication that this is one of the early copies of this edition
is found on page 70 in the first section which is misnumbered as 07.
One particular distinguishing feature of this volume is that the part containing the biography of Sir Henry was written by none other than the
great Izaak Walton, "The Father of Angling."
It was most kind and generous of Mr. Walker to preserit his copy of
this unusual work to the Library at Syracuse University.

The Cover: Fred Ellis

T HE HITHERTO unpublished sketch of the Bookhunter which adorns
the front cover of this issue of The Courier was the creation of the late
great American artist and illustrator, Fred Ellis (1885-1965), and is
reproduced from the original in the Library of Syracuse University. It is
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in the collection of 227 drawings, illustrations, sketches, and cartoons
in crayon, ink, water color, and chalk presented by the artist's widow,
Mrs. Ethel Ellis of New York City, during 1967 and the early part of this
year.
For accounts of this magnificient gift, see The Courier, Nos. 27
and 29.
The scene of this Gentleman studying the merchandise on a book
table could very well have been along Fourth Avenue below Fourteenth
Street, Manhattan, in which city Ellis lived and taught for several years
prior to his death in 1965. The area used to be a mecca for bargain bookhunting (back during the days of Peter Stammer), but within the past
decade it has changed to such an extent that it is hardly worth anyone's
time and energy to go there.

Dust Wrappers: An Anomaly

IN

A CATALOGUE of Modern First Editions, recently issued by a rare
book dealer of Mattapan, Massachusetts, item 190 was described as
follows:

FITZGERALD (F. SCOTT). Tales of the Jazz Age. 8vo.,
cloth. New York, 1922. First edition, first printing. A fine copy
with the dust wrapper.
$100.00
The next item, No. 191, was described this way:
FITZGERALD. Another copy of the above, without the dust
wrapper.
$10.00
The only distinction between these two copies of the same book is that
one has the dust wrapper and the other does not; and from the difference
in the prices, it is readily apparent that the dust wrapper is valued at
$90.00, or nine times the price of the book itself.
Is this the way such things should be?
The Editor of The Courier has previously noted the desirability of
preserving all dust wrappers with the books: see The Courier, No. 22,
page 13, "To Save, or not to Save," and No. 27, page 25, "The Virginian
in Dust Jacket," but the placing of such high disproportionate prices on
dust jackets is a matter both puzzling and disconcerting.
Something is out of line here. Can anyone explain and justify this
anomaly?
8

Ross of Medina
MR. CRAIG W. ROSS of Medina, New York, is one of the most
likeable and personable bookmen anyone should like to meet. His home,
presided over by genial and hospitable Mrs. Ross, is located a mile or so
out on the perimeter of this little Orleans County town up in the northwestern corner of the state.

Back of the Ross home is a large barn, not for cattle, chickens, feed,
or farm implements, but for hundreds and thousands of books and manuscripts of every conceivable kind. There are shelves running all over
the place, sagging and groaning under the weight of their contents. As
one enters, he finds that the building is divided into four sections. On the
far right is a room which contains books and other items priced at ten
cents. Adjoining it is a section with the books priced at a quarter, and
next to that one the part which has items for sale at four bits. On the
extreme left is Mr. Ross's office, full of paintings, prints, more books,
and a lot of Americana, all with various price tags ranging up to several
hundreds of dollars. It is a most fascinating place to go book hunting.
Should one wish to scout around in Mr. Ross's book barn, he should
first ascertain whether the place is going to be open and the owner available, and this may be done by either calling by telephone (716-7981493) or sending a letter addressed to Post Office Box 148, Medina, New
York, 14103.
The Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books at Syracuse University
has spent some very pleasant and profitable hours in Mr. Ross's barn;
and only a few days ago went there with two friends (B.F.S. and L.D.S.)
who are also eager bookmen, and the three of them devoted the entire
afternoon to hunting and selecting books they wanted to acquire.
To be appropriately attired for such an excursion one does not of
course sport the best of accouterment; in order to crawl around the barn
floor on one's hands and knees, and peer along the spines of books,
packed, jammed, helter-skeltered on the lower shelves or piled in a dark
corner and be unconcerned whether the place is dusty, musty, or worse,
one wears only the toughest, most indifferent clothing which can withstand the roughest use and abuse. Trousers of duck or coarse cotton
drilling are recommended.
While two of the prospectors chose the second and third sections,
the Curator shunted off to the ten-cent department and burrowed into
the mass of .material there shelved, piled on tables, and scattered about
the whole area. Book after book the Curator pulled off or picked up,
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examined, and either rejected and returned to its place or selected and
put into a pile near the entrance.
An hour of this, and the three collectors were ready to exchange
sections, and that they presently did. Just as the Curator was finishing,
when he was making his final crawl along the final aisle of the ten-cent
room, one of his hands came to rest on a little book which lay in his pathway along the floor. He had noticed this previously, had in fact almost
stepped on it, but this time he picked it up and looked at it, and when he
did that, he picked up a handful of delightful trouble for himself. He had
never heard of the book before, and before this one, he had never seen a
copy. The title-page showed the book to be a copy of A Philosopher in
Love and in Uniform) By the Authors of "Napoleon Smith," The Judge
Publishing Co., New York, 1889, and the six unsigned line drawings
illustrating the novel of i 60 pages were sufficient to classify it readily as
an American Civil War item, maybe rare and scarce, at least desirable.
The book was in splendid condition, clean and complete, and in the original hard binding with a suede spine, gold lettered; so it went on the pile
with the others, subsequently paid for and carted away.
As the three happy book hunters left Mr. Ross's establishment, all
confessed they had had an excellent afternoon and were immensely
pleased with their purchases.
Later, in his private reading quarters, the Curator started in on
A Philosopher in Love and in Uniform, and so fascinating was the story
that he did not stop until he had read the whole book. So engrossing is
the plot that only the first few pages are enough to bind the reader on
through to the end. It is a thriller without being a chiller, although Chapter VI is entitled "The Voodoo," and when the end is reached, and one
reflects on the story, he is reminded of James Hilton's Lost "Horizon and
some of the writings of Henry Rider Haggard. It is that good.
Having gotten the book under his belt, the Curator next turned to
searching for the identities of the authors. He looked everywhere unsuccessfully, and at one time there were half a dozen experts on the staff of
Carnegie Library at Syracuse University digging and digging, checking
and checking, searching and searching, all to no avail. When a thing
like this reaches such an impasse the Curator has always done the only
thing reasonable and possible: turned to the Fountainhead of Book
Knowledge, the one and only Jacob Nathaniel Blanck, editor of the
Bibliography of American Literature, at The Houghton Library, Harvard
University, and the information has always been forthcoming. By return
mail, Jake furnished the names of the two authors of A Philosopher in
Love and in Uniform: William J. Arkell and A. T. Worden, but that was
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all he knew. With the names of the authors it was easy to find the entry
in the Library of Congress Catalogue of Printed Books, and there the
novel is listed, but no dates or any information concerning the authors,
nothing except their names.
Who were Arkell and Worden? No biographical data have been
found so far. Something like this cannot just be left hanging fire. Arkell
and Worden must be dug up and out.
Does any reader of The Courier know anything about these two
authors? Does anyone have a copy of Napoleon Smith? Does any reader
have a copy of A Philosopher in Love and in Uniform? The slightest bit
of information would be most gratefully received. Help! Help!
Editor's Note just before going to press: When the above piece was
written, the Curator was really desperate, restless, and sleepless. For
the identities of Arkell and \Vorden, he reviewed the situation, and
realized that a defeatist attitude had been instilled and encouraged
by the fact that the Library of Congress Catalogue of Printed Books
was informationless, and that made everyone feel if the great
Library of Congress did not and could not furnish the dates (birth
and death) of the two authors, then such information was just
simply not available to anyone else. He noticed too in the L. C.
Catalogue, there was listed another book by Arkell-Old Friends
and Some Acquaintances-with Los Angeles, California, 1927, as
the place and date of publication. This meant that Arkell was probably still alive in 1927, and a guess would be that a copy of this
local item was in the Los Angeles Public Library, and it might be
possible to find out something about him there. An inquiry was dispatched to the Los Angeles Librarian, and right away carne back
the answer from Mr. John D. Bruckman, Bibliographer in that
institution, in which he gave two hitherto overlooked references to
Arkell which opened sluice gates of information about the man.
Piecing all the bits and whits together, the Curator was then able
to construct the following thumbnail sketch of the first of the
co-authors:
William J. Arkell, known primarily as a publisher and corporation executive, was born 26 March 1856 at Canajoharie, New York,
just a hop, skip, and a jump down the road eastward from Syracuse;
was educated at Hamilton College, Clinton, New York, and as a
young man entered the newspaper and publishing business. For a
number of years he was proprietor and editor of the Albany, New
York Evening Journal. Later, in New York City, he was the President of the Arkell News Corporation and the Judge Publishing
Company, which produced the periodicals Judge, Leslie's Weekly,
and Demorest's Family Magazine, and standard subscription books
of all kinds. In 1905 he disposed of his publishing interests, and his
time was chiefly occupied thereafter with business affairs. He was
for varying periods President of the United States Light and Heating
Company, Vice-President of the George Washington Coffee Refin-
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ing Company, a Trustee of The American Bank Note Company and
The Holland Trust Company, Vice-President of the Manhattan
Transit Company, a Director of Arkell & Smiths (cotton and paper
bag manufacturers), Clark Textile Company, International Pulp
Company, and Joseph Ladue Gold Mining Development Company,
Vice-President of the American Barrel and Package Corporation,
and Secretary and Treasurer of the American Venture Company.
In his spare time, Arkell maintained a large stable of Thoroughbreds and raced horses all over the country-and then he wrote
books too. He was married 23 July 1878 to Minnie, daughter of
Peter Cahill of New York City, and they had two children. Arkell
died in Los Angeles, California, 30 December 1930, and was buried
at Canajoharie on 6 January 1931.
In one of the reference books from which he joyously culled
this information, the Curator found reproduced a photograph of
Arkell, and he could not help but notice the similarity of features
between his subject and the great John Bunny (no relation to Bugs
Bunny), but that statement goes for nought here for there are not
five readers of The Courier who know who John Bunny was, or
what he looked like, or wh.at he did.
In any event, the identity of one of the authors of A Philosopher in Love and in Uniform has now been nailed down, and
the Curator is 50% less desperate, 50% less restless, and 50% less
sleepless. Now: who was A. T. Worden?

Rights

T

HE QUaTAnON which follows is from that wonderful book entititled: Lone Star Preacher: Being a Chronicle of the Acts of Praxiteles
Swan, M. E. Church South, sometimes Captain, 5th Texas Regiment,
Confederate States Provisional Army, by the late John W. Thomason,
Jf., published by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1941. It is in the
Foreword where the author describes the non-homogeneous elements
which went to make up the Confederate Army, and then declares:

One thing they had in common-a belief in Southern
rights. That one of these rights involved the dark institution
of chattel slavery is not pertinent, because few of them owned
slaves, or hoped to own them. That tariff and free trade
entered into it is not pertinent either-they were pastorals,
and their economics were bounded by their fields and woodlots. "What are you fighting for?" says an officer of Meade's
staff to a hairy Mississippian, captured in Pennsylvania in
1863. "Fightin' for ouah rights," the Mississippian told him.
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"But friend, what earthly right of yours have I ever interfered
with?" the major asked him. "I don't know," the soldier
answered honestly, after some thought. "None that I know
of, seh. But maybe I've got rights I haven't heard tell about, an'
if so, I'm fightin' for them, too."

Swinburne

IN

THE LIBRARY at Syracuse University are many, many books
and pamphlets by and about A. C. Swinburne, the great English literary
figure who lived from 1837 until 1909. Syracuse University has every
right to be proud of its Swinburne Collection.

The collection is of course not complete, but a continuous effort is
being exerted on all sides to make it as extensive as possible. The kind,
thoughtful, and generous members of the distinguished Class of 1912
have contributed appreciably toward the achievement of this worthy
goal. Individual members of other classes have also aided in this program
(and some considerably: see the piece in The Courier, No. 29, Spring
1968, about Mr. Chester Soling, Class of 1954, and the unusually valuable
Swinburne manuscript of "Autumn in Cornwall") and it is expected
and hoped there will be others.
Should anyone have books, pamphlets, magazines or newspaper
articles by or about A. C. Swinburne, or anything else, trivial though it
may seem, he would like to add to this collection, all he has to do is to
make such fact known to the Editor of The Courier, and satisfactory
arrangements can be made.
In the magnificent enterprise of book collecting, it is perfectly
legitimate to have duplicate items in a good collection of good books.

Monsters
FROM Impressions and Comments: Third (and Final) Series, by
the English author Havelock Ellis:

"There are thinkers who have occupied themselves with the problem
of the exact mode of Man's ending. Some imagine it will be by an
epidemic of collective insanity, of which germs may already be detected."
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Ellis wrote this in 1920.
What has happened to those germs since then?

Syracuse Poetry
POETRY AT Syracuse University is supported by friends of creative
writing and the following endowments: Leonard Brown Poetry Prize
established by Dr. Robert Seidenberg, Edwin T. Whiffen Poetry Prize
established by Edwin T. Whiffen, the Cornelia C. Ward Bequest for
Creative Writing, and Mr. Loring Williams whose generosity has made
possible the Academy of American Poets award.

For sometime now the Department of English has been publishing
annually a booklet entitled: Syracuse Poems, selected from productions
by students and edited by various poet-teachers and visiting professors.
In 1964 the late Delmore Schwartz edited the publication; in 1965 Mr.
Philip Booth made the selection; Mr. George P. Elliott wrote the
Foreword and edited the publication for 1966-67, and the 1968 production was supervised by Mr. Donald Justice. Each of the issues has
been published in a limited edition of numbered copies, and some of these
have found their way into the commercial market, and have been offered
in catalogues of rare book dealers at unusual prices. Some copies of
these several limited editions have been made available for sale to Syra·cuse University Library Associates at the following prices:
Syracuse Poems,
Syracuse Poems,
Syracuse Poems,
Syracuse Poems,

1964:
1965:
1966-67:
1968:

$5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

To acquaint one with the intents and purposes of the Poetry Program at Syracuse University, two paragraphs in Mr. Philip Booth's
foreword of the 1965 edition are most enlightening:
A teacher's part in his students' poems is, at best, as indirect as the force of a lucky metaphor, as illogical as his role in
an English Department. Poets have been resident in the paradox of American English Departments only since President
Meiklejohn hired Robert Frost at Amherst, only since Robert
Frost proved there (and at Michigan and at Dartmouth) that
the lack or honor of academic degrees was no definitive
measure of the poetry a teaching-poet might make real to his
students. Robert Frost never taught at Syracuse, but his rela-
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tionship to the Syracuse Writing Program remains as real
as the readings he gave here. To a poet in need of teaching,
Robert Frost once said that of the two kinds of academic institutions where a poet might teach, "those that like poetry,
and those that've got a weakness for it," only the second was
where "poets belong." He specified Syracuse as just such
a place, specifically "because Frank Piskor's there."
Frank Piskor's unlikely name belongs in this introduction
of student poets, who know him only as Dean of the Faculties,
as surely as his long friendship with Robert Frost belongs to
the short history of the Master's Degree Program in Creative
Writing at Syracuse. That program is only in its third year; the
friendship shared by Robert Frost and Frank Piskor began as
early as 1935, when the latter was a student-waiter at an early
Bread Loaf Writers Conference. The relationship between
these beginnings is as happily indirect, and as finally undemonstrable, as the effect a poem may have on its readers, or a
poet may have on his students. But just as Syracuse might have
no student-poets to introduce were it not for such poet-teachers
as Delmore Schwarz (a recent Visiting Professor), George P.
Elliott, and (next year) Donald Justice, so the Creative Writing
Program might not exist (to lend strength to an already strong
English Department) were it not for that "weakness" for
poetry nourished at Bread Loaf, and here sustained, by Dean
Piskor's long friendship with Robert Frost.
Orders for copies of the above editions of Syracuse Poetry may
be placed with Dr. Howard L. Applegate, Assistant Director of Libraries
and Special Collections and Development, Carnegie Library 401, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210. Checks should be made
payable to: Syracuse University.
-R.Q.A.

Poetry
POETRY is indeed something divine. It is once the center and circumference of knowledge; it is that which comprehends all science, and
that to which all science must be referred. It is at the same time the
root and blossom of all other systems of thought; it is that from which all
spring, and that which adorns all; and that which, if blighted, denies the
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fruit and the seed, and withholds from the barren world the nourishment
and the succession of the scions of the tree of life. It is the perfect and
consummate surface and bloom of all things; it is the odour and the color
of the rose to the texture of the elements which compose it, as the form
and splendor of unfaded beauty to the secrets of anatomy and corruption.
What were virtue, love, patriotism, friendship-what were the scenery
of this beautiful universe which we inhabit; what were our consolations
on this side of the grave-and what were our aspirations beyond it, if
Poetry did not ascend to bring light and fire from those eternal regions
where the owl-winged faculty of calculation dare not ever soar? . . .
Poetry thus makes immortal all that is best and most beautiful in the
world; it arrests the vanishing apparitions which haunt the interlunations
of life, and veiling them, or in language or in form, sends them forth
among mankind, bearing sweet news of kindred joy to those with whom
their sisters abide-abide, because there is no portal of expression from
the caverns of the spirit which they inhabit into the universe of things.
Poetry redeems from decay the visitations of the divinity in man.
Poetry turns all things to loveliness; it exhalts the beauty of that
which is most beautiful, and it adds beauty to that which is most
deformed; it marries exultation and horror, grief and pleasure, eternity
and change; it subdues to union under its light yoke all irreconcilable
things. It transmutes all that it touches, and every form moving within
the radiance of its presence is changed by wondrous sympathy to an
incarnation of the spirit which it breathes: its secret alchemy turns to
potable gold the poisonous waters which flow from death through life; it
strips the veil of familiarity from the world, and lays bare the naked and
sleeping beauty, which is the spirit of its forms.
- S.

Deluxe Catalogues
CARNEGIE LIBRARY at Syracuse University was recently fortunate
enough to obtain a number of copies. of the deluxe art sale catalogues
issued by the Parke-Bernet Galleries of New York City, some of them
going back to 1959. These are now being offered for sale at minimal
prices for the benefit of the Syracuse University Library Associates Acquisition Fund. Each of the seven catalogues (in eight volumes) is bound in
boards, and is profusely illustrated with both black and white and color
plates. These catalogues describe, document, and illustrate some of the
finest and most important paintings, sculptures, objets d'art, furniture,
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and jewelry which have come to the New York City auction within the
past decade.
These catalogues are listed below:
1. French Modern Paintings and Drawings, Eighteenth
Century French Furniture, Sculptures, Objects, Porcelains, and
Silver, collected by the late Thelma Chrysler Foy. Part One.
Sold May 13, 15, 16, 1959. Together with French Eighteenth
Century Furniture, Paintings, Drawings, Rugs, Sculptures,
Porcelain, Objects, and Modern French Illustrated Books, collected by the late Thelma Chrysler Foy. Part Two. Sold May
22 and 23, 1959. Together 2 volumes. Bound in white cloth.
197 and 178 pages. A total of 772 lots. Described and illustrated (many in color) are drawings and paintings by Winslow
Homer, Degas, Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec, Vuillard, Boucher,
Fragonard, and others. There are also illustrations of remarkable period furniture, porcelain, ornaments, and silver. $7.50.
2. Notable Modern Paintings, Drawings, and Sculpture from
the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Adolphe A. Juviler. Sold
October 25, 1961. Bound in gray boards. 87 pages. A total
of 39 lots. Described and illustrated (many in color) are
works by Bonnard, Braque, Buffet, Cezanne, Chagall, Degas,
Dufy, Maillol, Matisse, Moore, Picasso, Renoir, Rouault,
Soutine, Utrillo, and Vuillard. Many of these important modern
pictures are given full provenance.
$3.50
3. Twenty-two Impressionist and other Paintings and Drawings collected by Mr. and Mrs. Norman B. Woolworth. Sold
October 31, 1962. Bound in gray boards. 57 pages. A total
of 22 lots. Described and illustrated (many in color) are
works by Bonnard, Cezanne, Chardin, Corot, Courbet, Degas,
Gauguin, Monet, Picasso, Pissarri, Toulouse-Lautrec, Van
Gogh, Vuillard, et al. This is an extraordinary collection of
French pictures with owners, exhibitions, and published citations fully recorded.
$3.50
4. The Fabulous Collection of Precious Stone Jewelry formed
by the late May Bonfils Stanton. Sold Nov. 14, 1962. Bound
in blue boards. 48 pages. A total of 25 lots. Described and
illustrated (9 black and white and 9 color plates) are diamond,
pearl, emerald, sapphire, and ruby pieces. A number of them
were designed by Harry Winston of New York City. Included
in this collection are the two world-famous diamonds. "The
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DELUXE CATALOGUES

Illustration shows Deluxe Art Catalogues now available to readers of
The Courier.
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Idol's Eye" and "Liberator-I." The illustrations are extremely
vivid.
$3.00
5. Old Master Paintings from the collection of the late Oscar
B. Cintas. Sold April 26, 1963. Bound in brown boards with a
linen spine. 69 pages. A total of 24 lots. There are 23
black and white plates plus a color frontispiece of the famous
"The Merry Lute Player" by Frans Hals. Mr. Cintas was a
sugar and railroad magnate and one time Cuban Ambassador
to the United States. His amazing collection included paintings by Bellows, Bellini, Bronzini, Clouet, Frans Hals,
Rembrandt, Rubens, Van Dyck, Gilbert Stuart, Thomas Sully,
and others.
$3.50
6. Modern Paintings and Drawings [with] Sculptures from
the collection of Larry Aldrich. Sold October 30, 1963.
Bound in blue boards. 97 pages. A total of 57 lots. 45 black
and white illustrations and 12 full page color plates. The collection includes paintings and drawings by Bonnard, Chagall,
Dubuffet, Gauguin, Kandinsky, Klee, Leger, Manet, Miro,
Picasso, Renoir, Utrillo, Vuillard and others with sculptures
by Degas, Matisse, Moore, and Laurens. Among the color
illustrations is the famous Vuillard self-portrait and one of
Monet's gigantic panels of waterlilies.
$3.50
7. Modern Paintings and Sculptures from the collection of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ross. Sold October 21, 1964. Bound in brown
boards. 88 pages. A total of 60 lots. 46 black and white
illustrations and 11 full page color plates. Among the 16
sculptures and 44 paintings are works by Bazaine, Bonnard,
Degas, Dubuffet, Dufy, Modigliani, Moore, Picasso, Pissarro,
Rouault, Vuillard, and others. Among the color plates are a
typical and fine Ballet Danseuse by Degas, a flower piece by
Rouault, an attenuated figure by Modigliani, and one of
Picasso's great arrangements with guitar.
$3.50

The price for the complete group of eight volumes is $28.00 net.
They will be sent to purchasers prepaid by book rate. Orders for copies
of the above deluxe catalogues may be placed with Dr. Howard L. Applegate, Assistant Director of Libraries and Special Collections and Development, Carnegie Library 401, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York
13210. Checks should be made payable to: Syracuse University.
All monies realized from this offering will be deposited to the
account of Syracuse University Library Associates.
-R.Q.A.
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Book Auction Catalogues
SPLENDID EVIDENCE of the desirability of catalogue collecting may
be found in an unusually interesting Catalogue (No. 301) issued recently
by that incomparable company known as Carnegie Book Shop, Inc.,
doing business in books, autographs, prints, etc., at 140 East 59th Street,
New York City.
Listed therein as lots 309, 310, and 329 are collections of New
York City auction catalogues for the past several decades at the respective
prices of $50.00, $20.00, and $110.00, and they are worth every bit of
those figures. The value of such catalogues is inestimable to collectors
and librarians who know how to make use of the information they
contain.
In describin"g No. 329, the Carnegie catalogue compiler noted that
"The general condition is very good with some exceptions where the
backs have been chewed away." This no doubt was done by nervous
bidders at the sales.

Redman, Spring, and Walter

I T IS PECULIAR-very peculiar sometimes-what authors inscribe
in copies of their books they give away to friends and acquaintances.
Ben Ray Redman was born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896, and
after a distinguished career as author, poet, and editor and motion picture
executive, died in August 1961, leaving behind him a long string of
literary accomplishments in the form of books published, translations of
many French and Italian works, and columns composed and edited for
various newspapers and magazines. In 1926 he was married to the
beautiful and talented actress, Frieda Inescort, and so far as is known,
he lead a good, clean life-even in Hollywood.
In 1933 was issued his volume entitled Reading at Random, an
anthology chosen from "The World's Classics," and published by the
Oxford University Press, Amen House, London. In The Mayfield Library
at Syracuse University is a copy of this 280-page book, and a very
interesting book it is too (Shelley, Lamb, John Stuart Mill, Keats, Byron,
William Morris, Whitman, Thoreau, and other stalwarts), but the
inscription by its editor is far more interesting-and puzzling. On the
front free endpaper in Redman's handwriting appears the following:
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For SpringWith whom it would be so delightful to spend a weekend, if
only "Walter" could be persuaded to go to town for Saturday
and Sunday, from Ben Ray, who can think of several answers
to that immortal question: "But after ali, what is a nice
woman to do?"

Now, what was going on here?
Who was Spring?
Who was Walter?
What was a nice man like Ben Ray Redman up to?
Did they ever get Walter into town for a weekend? What town was
it? And could Redman really supply several answers to that immortal
question? In only two days?
Here are things on which a muller may mull.

Cocteau at Syracuse University
By TONI B. WULFF

JEAN COCTEAU (1889-1963), a French writer of considerable
versatility, is known for his contributions to poetry, to the novel, and to
drama. Perhaps more than his numerous other works, his novel Les
Enfants Terribles (1929) and his film Le Sang d'un Poete (1930)
[The Blood of a Poet] have spread his reputation here in the United
States. However, it is his work in drama that is most revealing of the
imaginative versatility of the man, and in his theatre the use he made
of myth is one of its most intriguing aspects.

Jean Cocteau was fascinated by myth in general, but the Oedipus
myth seems to have attracted and inspired him more than the others. He
wrote a play based on the Orpheus myth, a play entitled Bacchus, and
a play based on the legend of King Arthur, Les Chevaliers de la Table
Ronde [The Knights of the Round Table]. In each case he wrote the
myth-inspired play, incorporating or distorting the myth as it suited
his purposes. Then he created the play on stage. Having treated
these myths in this unique artistic way, he abandoned them, each
in turn. This was not so with the Oedipus myth. He simply could not
leave it alone. Why was he so fascinated by the tragic story of Oedipus'
self-discovery and downfall? Cocteau himself is very likely the only one
who knew the answer to this question. Whatever his reasons for doing
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so, it is true that he reworked the Oedipus myth three times: first in 1922
for the first writing of his Oedipe-Roi, adapted from Sophocles; then in
1926 for the opera-oratorio Oedipus-Rex, produced in cooperation with
Igor Stravinsky; and finally in 1934 for his rather complex play,
La Machine Infernale. Syracuse University Library now owns the manuscript of Oedipe-Roi, the first in this progression of Oedipus-centered
dramatic works. With the manuscript is an undated letter written in
Cocteau's own hand, in which he presents the text of the play to the
administrator of the Comedie Fran<;aise.
The manuscript is in booklet form. The front and back covers are
orange, and both are covered with black ink sketches done by the
author. The front cover illustration is an unusual caricature-like representation of Oedipus, in which the hero appears nude and superbly
ugly. On the back cover, Cocteau has sketched the costumes and other
aspects of the staging that he hoped to effect in the actual production of
the play. The manuscript itself is typed in purple ink, but corrections
(at times extensive) have been made throughout in the author's handwriting.
Cocteau first adapted his Oedipe-Roi from Sophocles' Oedipus Rex
in 1922. The play was not published until 1927, and the final printing was
in 1928 (Oedipe Roi-Romeo et Juliette, Librairie PIon, collection "Le
Roseau d'or," 1928). Between 1922 and 1925, when he completed the
final version of the play, Cocteau made alterations in the original version.
Comparison of Syracuse University Library's manuscript with the 1928
printed version makes this clear. The manuscript resembles the final
printing very closely, both with regard to the text itself and to scenic
arrangements. The manuscript, then, is an intermediate version of the
first in a progression of Oedipus-centered dramatic works that ended in
1934 with La Machine Infernale.

Oedipe-Roi is interesting precisely because it is the first in this
progression of Oedipus works. There can be no doubt that the operaoratorio Oedipus-Rex and La Machine Infernale grew from it. It is just
as clear that they grew not from the staging of the play, but from its
text: Oedipe-Roi was not even produced on stage until 1937, and the
staging for that 1937 production was greatly influenced by the staging
planned for the first performance of Oedipus-Rex, the opera-oratorio,
in 1927. For these reasons, the manuscript in Syracuse University
Library is more valuable for what it shows about the development of the
text than for the information it provides on the staging. The manuscript
catches Cocteau in the revision stages of the text of his adaptation of
Sophocles' Oedipus-Rex. Although the word "adaptation" (Cocteau's
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own term) does not indicate it, Oedipe-Roi represents no significant
distortion of the orginal myth, but rather a simple condensation of it,
with emphasis on the futility of man's efforts to struggle against inexorable fate. It was basically the same text, in even more schematic form,
that Cocteau used for the text of Oedipus-Rex, the opera-oratorio. What
he turned out for his half of this joint Stravinsky-Cocteau project is
really a condensation of a condensation. This is not surprising, since
Oedipus-Rex is not a play, and since the text was naturally intended
to be subordinate to Stravinsky's music.
Most interesting of all is the fact that the same basic text was passed
on once more to La Machine Infernale, without doubt one of Cocteau's
finest plays. In the first three acts of La Machine, Cocteau departed
from his original idea of "adaptation" and created a sort of fantasy from
his personal and imaginative distortion and remodelling of the Oedipus
myth. In the fourth act, however, there is a complete change of tone, and
the true significance of the entire play comes to light. The fourth act is
Oedipe-Roi, essentially unchanged. The direct and forceful simplicity of
the text is the same as that evoked by the title, La Machine Infernale.
As in the original Oedipe-Roi, fate overrules man, even when his
intentions are of the best. This idea is central to both plays, but La
Machine Infernale must be thought of as a larger and more complex
whole, to which the text of Oedipe-Roi makes a significant contribution.
In considering the text of Oedipe-Roi as represented by the
manuscript in Syracuse University Library, it is important not to lose
sight of the fact that this text was never meant to stand alone. It is what
Cocteau called a "texte-pretexte"-a sort of skeleton around which he
planned to create a number of scenic effects. Like the oratorio OedipusRex, where the text was significant only when combined with music in
performance, the success of Oedipe-Roi as a dramatic work was to be
directly dependent on the staging and the acting. There can be no doubt
that Cocteau conceived of the play in this way. In the 1928 published
edition in the section entitled "Decor" he devoted several paragraphs to
a rather detailed description of the set and costumes, and he made three
small sketches of the set on the manuscript which is in the Library.
According to the sketches and the description, there was to be a single
set. Two walls made of small gray stones were to be parallel to each other
on each side of the stage. Perpendicular 'to but not touching them, at the
back of the stage, there was to be a wall which would slowly move
towards them as Oedipus discovered the horrible truth and lost his
struggle with the gods.
Perhaps the most interesting aspects of Cocteau's set was his replacement for the chorus, an essential feature of Sophocles' Oedipus-Rex
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and Greek drama in general, and one which Cocteau did not eliminate
from the Oedipus-Rex oratorio. For the stage production of Oedipe-Roi,
Cocteau replaced the chorus with a statue. One of the sketches on the
back cover of the manuscript is of this statue. On the drawing Cocteau
indicated in French that the statue was to be golden, draped in red,
and reclining with the head supported by one hand, the mouth open. The
one actor who held the role of the chorus was to speak through this
open mouth. The same actor was to open the play by reading the Prologue, also added to the manuscript before its final publication in 1928.
In the 1937 production this role was played by the celebrated French
actor, Jean Marais. When he read the Prologue he was obliged to
stand immobile, like a statue, on a pedestal; afterwards he hid himself
behind the reclining statue for the rest of the play. Marais' comment on
this experience is interesting and amusing. He wrote that ". . . the
public was uncultured and often remained impervious to the extraordinary beauty of the spectacle. Some people whispered and laughed.
From my pedestal I declared war. I turned my head suddenly towards
the people who were laughing. I looked at them with a fixed expression.
This fierce living statue turned them into statues in their turn."
Other interesting aspects of Cocteau's staging for Oedipe-Roi are
the costumes and lighting effects. According to the sketches on the back
cover of the manuscript, the costumes were to be full-length robes.
Jocasta's was to be red and blue, Oedipe's was to be gray, yellow, and
white, and that of Tiresias covered with wide black stripes. Cocteau's
verbal description of the costumes in the 1928 published edition gives
less detail on the individual costumes, but reveals that the actors were
to be gypsy-like, with dark complexions, long hair, and brightly-colored
clothes.
As for the lighting in the 1937 production, Cocteau reversed the
decision that he had made for the 1927 opera-oratorio produced with
Stravinsky. In that performance there were two acts, and the set was
darker in the second than in the first. In the 1937 production of OedipeRoi, there was only one act, and the stage was to become brighter as the
play progressed and fate closed in on Oedipus. This may seem to be in
conflict with the eternal night of blindness which sets in upon the hero,
Oedipus, at the end of the play. However, it is in perfect harmony with
Cocteau's central idea-namely, that life's main truth is that Man will
lose his struggle with Fate. As this truth, a black one indeed, makes itself
evident, the stage becomes appropriately brighter, so as to accord with
the seeing of the light of truth.
The costuming, lighting, and stage "tricks"-particularly the use of
the statue to replace the chorus-are good examples of the emphasis that
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Cocteau placed upon visual effects and stage devices in general. According to his dramatic theories, an accumulation of scenic devices was equivalent to the creation of a sort of "poetry of the theatre." For the
connoisseur of Cocteau's theatre, this "poetry" may even replace the
poetry of the original Sophocles text, a poetry which Cocteau practically
eliminated in the text of his adaptation of Oedipe-Roi.
Editor's Note: Miss Wulff, a native New Yorker, graduated with
honor from Fayetteville-Manlius High School, New York, in 1961;
graduated with honor from Mount Holyoke College in 1965; spent
the summer between her Junior and Senior years in France under
the Experiment in International Living Program; taught conversational English in a French national lycee outside of Rauen (Sotteville) during the winters of 1965-66 and 1966-67. She is at present
occupying the position of Graduate Assistant in the French Department of Syracuse University, while completing her work for the
Master of Arts degree.

Present or Not Present?

T

HIS IS THE FIRST of a series of notes which will appear in these
pages on Syracuse University Library "special collections." The pairing
of Edith Newbold Jones Wharton and Aleister Crowley-and it is a
pairing, not a mating-is an odd one; perhaps it can jocosely be justified
by stating that they were contemporaries and letting it go at that. At all
events, the world of books and libraries ought to be large enough to
accommodate both. In succeeding notes connections may be tighter; but
they will almost certainly be less colorful. The lady before the gentleman.

EDITH WHARTON
Edith Wharton, 1862-1937, is best remembered by whole generations of secondary-school pupils as the author of Ethan Frome; like
George Eliot, whose Silas Marner has brought her the curses of many a
child, poor Edith has fallen among the class of the Great Unloved. In
the lofty remove of bookmen, however, it is possible to view her work
with that "scholarly objectivity" that will guarantee her a place among
the first rank of American writers.
The holdings of Edith Wharton at Syracuse University are exceptionally broad; the sparse list that follows contains the whole of her
published work outside of appearances in periodicals that is not in
Syracuse University Library. Thus the most serious defect in the collection of books is not serious lacunae, but rather condition, the bugaboo
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of private collector and research library alike. A great deal of the present
holdings could stand upgrading; and it is hoped that a few bright, pristine
copies of works not on the following list may be conveniently shelved
not so very far from the works named therein.
"Her Son." In Scribner's Magazine. New York, February, 1932.
Crucial Instances. New York, Scribner's, 1901. 241pp.
Tales of Men and Ghosts. New York, Scribner's, 1910. 438pp.
Twelve Poems. London, Medici Society, 1926. 55pp.
Verses. Newport, R.I., C. E. Hammett, Jf., 1878. 38pp. (Published
under the name Edith Newbold Jones)
L'Amerique en guerre. [Paris] 1918. [5]-28pp.
The Belgian Prisoners of War. New York, Relief for Belgian Prisoners
of War, 1916 (?) 4pp.
The Children of Flanders Rescue Committee. Paris, H. Clarke, printer,
1915. [4]pp.
Edith Wharton's War Charities in France. Mrs. Wharton's General Report
from 1914-18 and Report of the New York Committee from Nov. 1,
1~16 to Dec. 31,1917. New York, 1918. 47pp.
In Morocco. New York, Scribner's, 1920. 290pp.
ALEISTER CROWLEY
Aleister Crowley, 1875-1947, occultist, dramatist, self-proclaimed
mystic and TheIemite, enraged and amused his Edwardian and Georgian
"audience" for almost fifty years. From modest beginnings as a young
man who stepped to a different drummer, he blossomed into a full-blown
Pop Prophet, Acid Head, and Proto-Hippie; he never seemed to regard
the later transition to Venerable Sage as either permanent or worthwhile.
And he published prolifically: plays, broadsides, sermons and astral
hoop-Ia received equal justice from his rather oracular pen.
Syracuse University is fortunate in having assembled a lengthy run
-more than sixty-five titles, most of them in first editions-of the works
of "The Great Beast." Among these are such comparative rarities as his
Jephthah, A Tragedy (published at age twenty-three) and Aceldama, A
Place to Bury Strangers In. These are reinforced, moreover, by a number
of presentation copies, association items, and three original drawings by
the "Master Therion."
The following lists include virtually all of Crowley's published work
not held by the University. The division of the material into two lists is
primarily a matter of convenience; copies of items in List I may well be
lurking on-or near-a Library Associate's shelves. The second list contains items of such rarity that the list itself is offered chiefly by way of
amusement or amazement.
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LIST 1
Jezebel and other Tragic Poems. By Count Vladimir Svareff. Edited with
an introduction and epilogue by Aleister Crowley. London, Priv. print.
at the Chiswick Press, 1898. 23pp.
Summa Spes. Aleister Crowley. London, 1903. 6pp. (Printed in red on
Japanese vellum with a photograph of the author.)
Alice An Adultry. Priv. print., 1903. xx, 95pp.
Amphora. Priv. print. for the authoress and her intimates, 1908. 82pp.
The World's Tragedy. Paris, 1910. xliii, 138pp.
Rosa Decidua. [1910] 11pp. (No t.p., issued to commemorate Crowley's
divorce, 20 copies. )
The Writing on the Ground. By E.G.O. Printed for the author. [London,
1937]
Chicago May. A Love Poem. Privately printed. [New York] 1914. 26pp.
Songs for Italy. [Tunis] 1923. [4]pp.
The Diary of a Drug Fiend. London, W. Collins & Co., 1922. x, 368pp.
Berashith. Privately prihted for the Sangha of the West. [Paris, 1903]
24pp.
The Goetia. Boleskine, Foyers, Inverness, Society for the Propagation
of Religious Truth, 1904. ix, 65pp.
Liber Collegii Sancti sub figura 185 [etc.] [London, 1909?] 14pp.
The Holy Books. [London, 19097] (Ordinarily 3 volumes, although some
sets were issued as a single volume)
The Book of the Law. (Same as vol. III of the above)
The Book of the Law. London, Priv. print. by the O.T.O., 1938. 50pp.
Price 2/6 net.
The Book of the Law. Same as the above, but price Is. net. Paper bound.
Khing Kang King. Liber XXI. London, Published by the O.T.O., 1939.
9pp. (100 copies, a few with original watercolor or drawing by Crowley
on reverse of frontispiece.)
Little Poems in Prose. By Charles Baudelaire. Translated by Aleister
Crowley. London, Wieland & Co., 1913. xii, 142pp.
Little Poems in Prose. By Charles Baudelaire. Translated by Aleister
Crowley [etc.] IIlus. by Jean de Bosschere. Paris, E. W. Titus, 1928.
xi, 147pp.
New Year 1903. From Aleister Crowley, wishing you a speedy terr~ina
tion of existence. [Paris] 1903. (Broadside)
Balzac. Hommage a Auguste Rodin. [Paris] 1903. (Broadside)
Hymn to Pan. Aliester [sic] Crowley. The Argus Book Shop, [19177]
[4]pp.
The Rosicrucian Scandal. By Leo Vincey. London, [19137] 23pp.
M.M.M. Manifesto of the M.M.M. London [19137] 16, 6pp.
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O.T.O.. Ordo Templi Orientis. [London, 1916?] [4-6pp?]
The Message of the Master Therion. [London, 1916?] (Folio)
Liber II. The Message of the Master Therion. California, Priv. print. by
the a.T.a. [1943?] (Folio)
The Law of Liberty. [London] Issued by the a.T.a. [1917?] (Folio)
To Man. Tunis, 1924. (Broadside)
The World Teacher to the Theosophical Society. By Ankh-F-N-Khonsu.
[Tunis, 1925] (Broadside)
The Avenger to the Theosophical Society. By Alastor. [Tunis, 1925]
(Broadside)
Madame Tussaud-Besant. By Fra. H. 1. Edinburgh. [Tunis, 1925]
(Broadside)
Ofjener Brief. An Herrn Hermann Rudolph. Von Alastor. [Weida, 1925]
(Folio)
Ein Zeugnis Der Suchenden. Weida, 1925. (Broadside)
Kreis urn Thelema. [Leipzig?] n.d. (Folio)
Gilles de Rais. London, 1930. 16pp.
Oz. Liber LXXVII. London and California, Published by the a.T.a.,
1939. (A card with az on one side and a Tarot reproduction on the
other; also issued as postcard, but without publisher's imprint.)
The Creed of the Thelemites. [California, 1940?] (Folio)
The Oriflame. Vol. 1, no. 1. California, 1943. 7pp. (only issue)
One Star in Sight. Issued from the Sanctuary of the Gnosis in the Valley
of Los Angeles by authority of To Mega Therion. California [1943?]
16pp.
Your Interest in Magick. London, n.d. (Broadside)
I.N.R.I. Lugano [1912?] (Contains a "Message from Master Thirion
[sic]")
A Prophet in His Own Country, by Henry Clifford Stuart. Edited with an
introduction and notes by Aleister Crowley. Published by the Author,
Washington, D.C., 1916, 499pp. Limited to 500 copies signed by the
author.
An Open Letter to Lord Beaverbrook. By Norman Mudd. London, 1924.
(Crowley collaborated)
The Last Ritual. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law. [1948]
8pp.

LIST 2
The Sword of Song. Called by Christians the Book of the Beast. Benares,
Society for the Propagation of Religious Truth, 1904. ix, 194pp.
Alexandra. [Paris, 1909?] (Whole edn. reportedly destroyed by H.M.
Customs)
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The Giant's Thumb. New York, Mitchell Kennerley, 1915. (Never
issued, one set of page proofs survives)
White Stains. The literary remains of George Archibald Bishop, a neuropath of the Second Empire. [Amsterdam] 1898. 131pp. (100 copies,
many destroyed by H. M. Customs in 1924)
Snowdrops. Paris, 1904? xxx, 168pp. (l00 copies, many destroyed by
H. M. Customs in 1924)
Bagh-I-Muattar. London, Priv. print., 1910. 137pp. (200 copies, many
destroyed by H. M. Customs in 1924)

s.o.s.
Editor's Note: It is the intention of the Editor to include additional
Desiderata Lists of books by other authors in future issues of The
Courier with the hope that readers will locate' one or more of the
absentees, and make such items available to Syracuse University
Library. Readers and members of Library Associates who may wish
to participate in these acquisitions programs may obtain detailed
information by writing or calling Mr. J. Terry Bender, the wellknown rare bookman and recognized expert and authority, at
Carnegie Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210
(Telephone: 476-5541, Ext. 2585). "Such kind and noble donors,"
Mr. Bender said recently, "will earn and receive the deep gratitude
of Syracuse University and the sincere thanks of those who are
attempting to foster the growth of its special collections. I should
like to remind the readers of The Courier that in addition to the
titles in the desiderata lists, we are always interested in and desirous
of acquiring manuscripts, letters, presentation copies, association
copies, special copies, and memorabilia of any kind relating to these
authors."
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NOW IS THE TIME

Dear Friend and Supporter:
You are cordially invited to entertain the suggestion that now is
the opportune time to come to the aid of Syracuse University Library
Associates, and to renew your annual affiliation with that organization.
This may be done by either (or both) of two ways: donations of
property (books, stocks, securities, etc.) or contributions in the form of
checks.
Depending upon the value of the property or the amount of the
check, you may become enrolled as:
AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER by contributing $10 or more in any year;
A SUSTAINING MEMBER by contributing $100 or more in any year;
or
A LIFE MEMBER by contributing $1,000 or more in any year.
All contributions are tax deductible within legal limits.
Checks should be made payable to: SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY,
and communications should be addressed to:
LIBRARY ASSOCIATES
University Sta., Box 163,
Syracuse, N. Y. 13210

The Board of Trustees of Library Associates is confident of your
early and generous response and looks forward to your participation in
the activities of Syracuse University Library.
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